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Foreword
by Jaime Casap, Education Evangelist, Google

1. Where do you reside on the “education is broken” spectrum? Casap asserts that this declara-
tion is both inaccurate and counterproductive to our overall goals. Do you agree or disagree 
and why?

2. How has your school or district approached the cultivation of 21st century skills? Is there a 
unified focus? If teachers and administrators were asked to name the most important 21st 
century skills, would their answers be similar?

3. What are the most important changes technology has brought to our world how does educa-
tion still need to adapt?

4. Casap and Kieschnick are both firm believers that teachers have always been and will 
always be the drivers behind excellence in education. How are teachers shown they are val-
ued and supported in your school or district?

Introduction: Why BOLD Matters

1. Based on the Bold School definitions at the beginning of the introduction, would you cur-
rently classify yourself as an “old school”, “new school” or Bold School” teacher? Why?

2. Describe the culture in your school or district as it pertains to failure. Are all educators en-
couraged to “expect failure” and “welcome it with open arms?” After all, “successful medi-
ocrity at the expense of innovation and progress is bad for teachers and worse for kids.”

3. As an educator, what are your two greatest strengths? What tech tools can you utilize to 
elevate those strengths and allow you to be more impactful than ever before?

4. Think about the most impactful teacher you had as a child. Why was that person so influen-
tial? How much did that influence have to do with the tools he or she used in the classroom? 
What can we learn from all of these influential teachers?

Study Guide
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Chapter 1: Blended Learning That Works; How Bold Schools Do It

1. How do we know when blended learning is working? What should students see, hear, feel, 
and do in high-functioning blended classrooms?

2. Why do you believe blended instruction is a necessary part of today’s classrooms? Is it 
about more than optics? Is the necessity for technology driven by outcomes? Articulate 
those outcomes.

3. Which of the four “Myths of Education” was most thought provoking for you? Why?

4. If technology is present in your school or district, what were the driving forces behind the 
arrival of those tools? Were they instruction, pedagogy and outcomes?

5. Research tells us (Okojie, et al. 2006) that training teachers to use a technology tool for one 
application ensures a narrow view. How do we expand the thinking of our peers to allow 
them to see the limitless possibilities for the tech tools at our disposal?

6. How can we embrace the adage, “Technology is Awesome. Teachers are Better.” so that ed-
ucators can move beyond their view of technology as an adversary, and embrace it as one of 
their most valuable tools in the pursuit of joyful, engaging, and successful learning?

Chapter 2: A Framework for Bold School

1. What are the five steps of the Bold School Framework for Strategic Blended Learning™? 
Discuss the most important outcome in each of these steps.

2. Analyze your school or district’s practices as it relates to the Goal k Strategy k Tool para-
digm. Is your focus on the “Result” and the “How” or are you overly consumed with the 
“What”?

3. Reflect on your classroom, school, or district. Where do you reside on the Not Strategic/
Strategic matrix presented on page 33? How do you know?

4. What are the benefits of using the Rigor/Relevance Framework® compared to the SAMR 
model? How about SAMR instead of the Rigor/Relevance Framework®? Which will you 
use moving forward?

5. How can we make sure the Bold School Framework for Strategic Blended Learning™ be-
comes a part of the instructional planning process? Remember, it’s about more than just fill-
ing out a lesson template. Great instruction doesn’t live on paper—it lives deep down inside 
you. It lives in the way you think about and deliver high-quality instruction.
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Chapter 3: Interactive Video Method

1. What are the three most important things a teacher should consider before utilizing interac-
tive video in the classroom? Why?

2. How can we embody a “fail forward” mentality, so that when we stumble, we persevere and 
overcome rather than regress and return to what we’ve always done?

3. Articulate the difference between the Show and Tell, and Tell and Show methodologies for 
interactive video implementation. How are they different? Where is the use of each appro-
priate?

4. What are the inherent obstacles present in the station rotation model? How do we overcome 
these obstacles in order to best utilize this model of instruction?

Chapter 4: Questioning/Socratic Seminar

1. Reflect on your practice and the practice of others in your building(s). Are your students 
experiencing the mind-numbing 300-400 questions per day that the average teacher dispens-
es? If so, how do we shift from high-volume, low-rigor questioning to fewer questions that 
strategically drive students’ thinking through multiple levels of cognition?

2. It is critical that questions address multiple levels of cognition. What action steps can you 
take to make sure this happens each and every day? It’s one of the simplest and most im-
portant changes we can make in our practice to supercharge the rigor in our classrooms.

3. What’s your stance on “cold calling” on kids in class? Effective? Ineffective? How do you 
know?

4. Explain why pre-planning questions can be described as a “short-term pain, long-term gain” 
scenario.

Chapter 5: Vocabulary Programs

1. Is growing student vocabulary key to upward mobility? If yes, how do we move vocab to 
the forefront in our classrooms? If no...go back and read chapter 5.

2. “There is no comprehension without picturing.” Explain what this means. Do you agree or 
disagree with this statement? Why?

3. What does John Hattie mean when he tells us vocabulary instruction must be formal and 
structured? What are necessary elements to this strategy if we seek to make vocab “sticky”?

4. What is the most important element of vocabulary acquisition? Picturing? Context? Pro-
nunciation? Meaning? Are these elements currently being emphasized in your vocabulary 
instruction? If not, how can we change that?
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Chapter 6: Direct Instruction

1. Articulate the differences between Direct Instruction and Lecture. What elements of direct 
instruction are most likely to be missing in a traditional lecture environment?

2. What tools can we leverage to determine whether it’s time to move on or reteach when em-
ploying direct instruction as a classroom strategy?

3. What are two major benefits associated with integrating technology into direct instruction?

4. How would you respond to the naysayers who believe direct instruction is an antiquated 
strategy? What coaching might you provide to this person?

Chapter 7: Peer Tutoring

1. In which quadrant does Barbara’s peer tutoring strategy fall on the Rigor/Relevance Frame-
work®? Explain your thinking.

2. As we partner students with peer tutors and technology, what are some of the most import-
ant things to consider to ensure success?

3. Peer tutoring is not a time for the teacher to sit behind a desk. What are the roles of a teacher 
when employing this high effect size strategy?

4. Think about your class, school, and/or district. What peer tutors might you be able to lever-
age outside the walls of your own building(s)? How do we make sure these partnerships are 
mutually beneficial?

Chapter 8: Concept Mapping

1. Role play what a conversation might sound like with a teacher who believes graphic orga-
nizers are a strategy. How do we move these folks to a better understanding of the Goal k 
Strategy k Tool paradigm?

2. How can we advocate for student choice in the implementation of concept mapping in the 
classroom?

3. Summarize the cognitive science behind the effectiveness of the concept mapping strategy.

4. What three steps should teachers model in order to ensure concept mapping’s success?
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Chapter 9: Worked Examples

1. In Bold School, Weston offers some explanations for why worked examples have seen their effect 
size decrease over the years. What are the assumed reasons for the decline and do you agree with 
these assertions? Do worked examples still have a place in the modern classroom?

2. How might you explain cognitive load theory to a person who hasn’t read Bold School?

3. Which two elements should be present in order to ensure worked examples are effective?

4. What technologies are you already familiar with that might support worked examples in your 
classroom/school/district? Are there other technologies you have yet to learn that you would like 
to integrate into your practice?

Chapter 10: Self-Assessment

1. This chapter’s strategy can be referred to as “self-assessment, “self-reporting grades”, or “student 
expectations”. Which of these makes the most sense for you and why?

2. What flaws does Carol Dweck’s work bring to the forefront when we consider utilizing self-as-
sessment strategies?

3. Self-assessment is about more than just exit tickets. When we put exit tickets into the virtual 
space, what must children be able to see and do in order for self-assessment to exist?

4. Clarify the self-assessment cycle for someone who has not yet read the book. What happens at the 
beginning, middle, and end?

Chapter 11: Reciprocal Teaching

1. Which of the descriptors below best describes reciprocal teaching? What makes you think so? 
Defend your response.

a. A strategy where students teach one another

b. A close reading strategy

c. A questioning strategy

d. A vocabulary strategy

2. Go to YouTube and find a video example of reciprocal teaching that you believe best represents 
the process. Did you find any non-examples in your search? How would you coach those teach-
ers?

3. Step 3 of the reciprocal teaching process is Question. How can we use stems to support kids in 
learning to ask meaningful questions? Do you have any other stems in mind to help kids?

4. Reciprocal teaching can be used in any discipline, at any grade level, any time we want kids to 
read anything. How can we utilize reciprocal teaching for kids who have not yet learned to read? 
How can we utilize it in P.E., math or any content area?
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Chapter 12: Problem Solving Teaching

1. Think about your current practice. Are we allowing students to struggle productively as 
they solve all manners of problems? How do you know?

2. Authentic problem solving is actually a very simple five-step process. What are the five 
steps of problem solving teaching?

3. What role does discussion and collaboration play in problem solving teaching? What about 
technology?

4. In Bold School, Weston offers “Caddyshack” as an exemplar for problem solving teaching. 
What other movie, book, or television show moments do you believe capture the essence of 
this strategy?

Chapter 13: Spaced vs. Mass Practice

1. Explain the connection between spaced practice and the station rotation model. How does 
one support the other?

2. We know repeat exposure makes learning sticky. How do we cultivate opportunities for 
repeat exposure while accounting for the time constraints present in our school year?

3. How can station rotation serve both comprehension and retention outcomes at the same 
time?

4. Are you actively using or interested in using the station rotation model in your class/
school/district? If so, what new tech tools will you consider using to support one of your 
stations? How can the integration of these tools elevate the process to make it more effec-
tive/efficient?

Afterword

1. What do Andy Dufresne and a Bold School mindset have in common?

2. How will you integrate Bold School thinking and methodologies this year to ensure blended 
success?
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Weston Kieschnick  
ICLE Senior Fellow, Digital Learning Thought Leader

C O N N E C T  W I T H  W E S T O N !

twitter: @Wes_Kieschnick
website/podcast: coachweston.com

Weston Kieschnick has driven change and improved student learning in multiple capacities 
within his educational career.  A former teacher, school and district administrator, Weston has 
had the opportunity to work with students, teachers, and administrators from every state in the 
US and more than 30 countries around the world.
 
Now, as an experienced instructional coach and keynote speaker with ICLE, Weston shares 
his expertise with teachers in order to transform learning through online and blended models.  
Connect with him on Twitter, check out his blogs, or listen to one of his podcasts—he’d love to 
meet you!
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